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The angular dependence of the depinning field of vortex and transverse domain walls is determined
experimentally for NiFe rings with nanometer size constrictions. From the angular dependence, we
are able to deduce the potential landscape caused by the constriction and seen by the wall. The
potential minimum for transverse walls is at the notch position so that these walls are pinned
symmetrically inside the constriction. Vortex walls are pinned at a position adjacent to the
constriction and this position can be determined from the angular variation of the depinning fields.
Good agreement with the results of micromagnetic simulations is obtained.

Recently interest in magnetic domain walls has been
surging, fueled by fundamental interest in the magnetic prop-
erties, the spin structure and pinning characteristics. Further-
more, devices with switching by field-induced1 as well as
current-induced1 domain wall motions2,3 have been sug-
gested.

To control the domain wall behavior and, in particular,
the switching, pinning centers can be used to confine the wall
propagation in field-induced switching4–6 and also in current-
induced switching.3,7 Such pinning centers provide well-
defined stable locations for domain walls. Pinning centers
can result from imperfections in the material,8,9 in order to
reliably engineer pinning, artificially structured variations in
the geometry of an element have been introduced. While
protrusions in wires have been used,10,11 constrictions have
been shown to yield particularly well-defined pinning
centers.5,7,12–15 In addition to applications, such as domain
wall diodes in logic devices,11 constrictions have also al-
lowed the determination of more fundamental properties of
domain walls, such as magnetoresistance �MR� effects asso-
ciated with domain walls.13

Domain walls move in an effective potential landscape
generated by geometrical variations.12–14 Rings have proven
to be an apt geometry since domain walls can be positioned
easily using uniform fields applied along appropriate
directions.16 In an earlier work, we observed that constric-
tions create an attractive potential well for transverse walls
which are pinned in the constriction �see Fig. 1�c��. While

vortex walls are repelled from a constriction and pinned ad-
jacent to it �see Fig. 1�c��. The width and depth of the attrac-
tive potential well generated by a constriction have been
measured along one direction in Refs. 12 and 13. In particu-
lar, for vortex walls the field was always applied in a direc-
tion to pull the wall away from the constriction, while the
field to pull a domain wall across and through a constriction
has not been determined. In order to determine the full po-
tential landscape, the depinning field has to be measured for
all angles.

In this paper we probe the angular variation of the pin-
ning potential of domain walls at a constriction. The experi-
mentally obtained results are compared with micromagnetic
simulations.

The ring structures for this work were fabricated in a
two-step lift-off process. The magnetic rings were obtained
after deposition and lift-off of Permalloy �34 nm�, followed
by a thin gold capping layer �4 nm�. In the second step,
contacts were defined again by EBL followed by the lift-off
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FIG. 1. �a� Scanning electron microscopy �SEM� image of a 34 nm thick
and 200 nm wide ring with an outer diameter of 1 �m and a constriction
�120 nm�. Nonmagnetic contacts are positioned on the ring to probe the MR
response. In �b� a SEM image of a 34 nm thick and 200 nm wide ring with
an outer diameter of 2 �m and narrower constrictions �30 nm� is shown. �c�
Definition of the angle between the domain wall and the notch, with the
notch being located at 90°. Both wall types are shown in their respective
equilibrium positions �vortex wall �top� and transverse wall �bottom��.
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of a Ti �5 nm� /Au �100 nm� bilayer. The contacts were cho-
sen to be nonmagnetic as otherwise the magnetic states of
the ring can be disturbed. Images of such ring structures are
presented in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�. Figure 1�c� shows the defi-
nition of the angle between the notch and the domain wall
used in this text. The MR measurements were done with a
current of 10 �A using a lock-in technique in a cryostat at
temperatures between 35 mK and 4 K in order to maximize
the anisotropic MR �AMR� response and to rule out spin
disorder MR.13

The position of a domain wall can be sensed by measur-
ing the resistance between two contacts: if a wall is present,
the resistance is lower than in the case without a wall. This is
due to the magnetization in the domain wall pointing perpen-
dicularly to the current, which lowers the resistance due to
the AMR.13

To calculate the magnetization configuration, the micro-
magnetic equilibrium equation was solved for each applied
field on a square mesh.17 The intrinsic parameters used are
MS=800�103 A/m, A=13�10−12 J /m, K1=0.5
�102 J /m3, and a cell size of 5 nm.

In wide rings, the natural pinning of domain walls at
defects such as edge irregularities is lower than in narrow
rings.19 Due to the absence of strong pinning, the walls are
moved even by a very shallow attractive potential. This
means hat very robust switching is possible because the do-
main wall only needs to be brought somewhere in the vicin-

ity of the notch, and at remanence, it will always be located
in its equilibrium position adjacent to the notch. It is impor-
tant to note that the domain wall has to be regarded as an
extended object which can therefore experience the potential
well of the constriction, even if its center is hundreds of
nanometers away.13 In Fig. 2 we present a MR measurement
taken along 20°, which is 70° off the notch position. It shows
that the resistance drop, which arises from the domain wall
moving into the area between contacts 4 and 5, occurs at a
field of +40 Oe, which means that it takes a field of 40 Oe
along 20° to balance out the attractive potential well and
keep the wall from falling into the pinned position adjacent
to the notch. The hysteretic behavior seen in the graph �Fig.
2� shows that once the wall is pinned, it takes a much higher
field to depin it again ��300 Oe�.

When we measure the depinning field after saturating
and relaxing the field along different directions in the range
from 0° to 90°, we find that the depinning field is always the
same. This indicates that even though the field was applied
along different directions, the attractive potential well pulls
the domain wall always into the same pinned position, which
is also corroborated by the fact that the resistance level ob-
served at 0 Oe is always the same. We now investigate how
the depinning field varies with applied field direction. We
apply a field along a certain angle and measure the field
necessary to depin the domain wall and move it out of the
area between the contacts adjacent to the position being in-
vestigated.

Figure 3 shows the depinning field for a vortex domain
wall located to the left �a� and right �b� of the notch as a
function of the angle of the applied field for the ring shown
in Fig. 1�a�. Between about 60° and 130°, the field is applied
along a direction between contacts 4 and 5, therefore the
domain wall stays between these contacts and no switching
is observed. As expected the two graphs are mirror symmet-
ric with respect to the 90° axis �45° in Fig. 3�b� corresponds
to 135° in Fig. 3�a�, 225° in Fig. 3�b� corresponds to 315° in
Fig. 3�a�, etc.�. A graph showing the simulated switching
fields, corresponding to the experimental curve in Fig. 3�a�,
is shown in Fig. 3�c�. The simulations for the angles with
thelowest fields yield values very similar to those found ex-
perimentally ��200 Oe� and the general trend, including the

FIG. 2. MR hysteresis loop measured between contacts 4 and 5 of the ring
shown in Fig. 1�a� along 20°, showing that the domain wall moves to the
position next to the notch upon lowering the field before reaching 0 Oe.

FIG. 3. Graphs showing the switching field �field when the domain wall leaves the area between contacts 4 and 5� of the ring in Fig. 1�a� as a function of the
angle of the applied field for �a� the vortex domain wall pinned to the left of the notch �at about 120°� and �b� to the right of the notch �at about 70°�. The
switching fields are the lowest when the field is approximately perpendicular to the wall position and the highest when the field is opposite �indicated by the
dashed arrows in the insets�. Graph �c� shows the switching fields calculated using micromagnetic modeling for the case of the domain wall pinned to the left
�as in �a��.
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angles where the maxima and minima of the switching fields
are attained, is very well reproduced. In the simulations for
angles with higher switching fields, the simulated values are
significantly lower than those found experimentally, which
indicates that for these values the pinning at defects, which
are not included in the simulation, becomes important.

We see that for the domain wall located to the left, a
maximum switching field is found for an angle of around
300° �Fig. 3�a��. From this we can measure the approximate
position of the pinned domain wall, since this maximum of
the depinning field is expected to be along the direction ap-
proximately opposite to the wall position, as indicated by a
dashed arrow in the inset in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. Thus we find
the wall to be positioned at 300°−180° =120°, in line with
our micromagnetic simulations. For the wall located to the
right of the notch, the maximum is found at around 245°,
which yields a pinned wall position of 245°−180° =65°.

For idealized pointlike domain wall objects, the acting
force on the domain wall would be16,18 H sin���, with � the
angle between field direction and position of the domain wall
�see Fig. 1�, and hence the switching field would scale as
Hc�1/sin���. Because the domain wall is an extended ob-
ject, the switching field always stays below 600 Oe.

For angles between 140° and 300°, the simulation sug-
gests that the domain wall, which at remanence is located at
120°, leaves the area between contacts 4 and 5 to the left
�passing contact 4� and moves down the left half of the ring.
For angles between 300° and 360° and between 0° and 70°,
the domain wall is pulled through the constriction and leaves
the area between the contacts to the right �passing contact 5�.

Transverse walls are expected to exhibit a more symmet-
ric angular dependence, since they are pinned inside the con-
striction. In a ring with a large notch �Fig. 1�b��, the resulting
constriction is so narrow that a domain wall is pinned inside
the constriction. The walls were determined to be transverse
using MR measurements.14 This symmetric situation leads to
an angular dependence of the depinning fields shown in Fig.
4. Most importantly, we see that the depinning field falls off

symmetrically around the notch position �90°�, which al-
ready shows that the wall is indeed positioned inside the
constriction, �as was also demonstrated by direct imaging�.12

The minima are located approximately at 0° and 180°,
�±90° off the notch�, in line with the assumption that the wall
is located symmetrically inside the constriction. As the angle
is increased �decreased� further, we find that the depinning
field increases again until at above 210° �below −30°� the
reversal does not take place by the depinning of the pinned
domain wall, but rather by the nucleation of a new reverse
domain at the applied field angle and subsequent domain
wall propagation that annihilates the wall located at the
constriction.9 Such a nucleation occurs at about 650 Oe,9 and
is also confirmed by measurements between different con-
tacts for this sample.

We have investigated the pinning of head-to-head do-
main walls at a constriction in permalloy rings. We find that
domain walls are attracted to the notch from positions at
least 70° away, which might prove useful for applications
where reliable switching is of paramount importance. The
depinning field exhibits minima at angles perpendicular to
the wall position. The maximum is found at an angle oppo-
site to the wall position, which allows us to ascertain the
exact wall position, which is in the notch for transverse walls
and 25°–30° away from the notch for vortex walls. Asym-
metries in the depinning field variation are attributed to
whether the wall has to be pulled through the constriction or
not. In the case of a transverse wall pinned inside the con-
striction, a symmetric depinning field is measured. For
angles more than 120° away from the notch position, a cross-
over of the reversal from wall depinning to the nucleation of
a reverse domain occurs.
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FIG. 4. The angular dependence of the depinning field for the transverse
wall is presented. From a maximum around 90° �notch position, shown in
the inset�, the depinning field falls off to the minima at around 0° and 180°.
The asymmetry around 90° is caused by a not perfectly symmetric potential
well. Due to the large slope around 90°, a small asymmetry will shift the
depinning fields above the maximum field of 1500 Oe used in our experi-
ments. Above 210° and below −30°, the reversal does not occur by the
depinning of the pinned domain wall, but by the nucleation of a reverse
domain.
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